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From the Vatican to
Singapore

Freight Connections has reinvented itself: new
look, new content, new services, greater topicality.
Amadou Diallo, CEO DHL Freight has this to say
about the relaunch.

means that the magazine runs on all devices in an optimized
version – whether desktop, tablet or smartphone.
And we can use the possibilities of the Internet more actively.
Our readers can share content – for example information
graphics – via Facebook, Twitter, XING and LinkedIn and thus

Mr. Diallo, Freight Connections has a new look and feel now.

provide their own network with useful or simply entertaining

Why the relaunch?

information. I think that our “Statistic of the Month” will

Freight Connections has established itself very well as a

probably be shared a lot too. This also goes for our short

corporate specialist magazine. What we want is to inform

survey on current market issues – especially since you can

our readers and keep them up to date at all times. And when

even win prizes.

it comes to doing so, we want to keep on developing and

What has changed with regards to the editorial concept?

improving ourselves. That is why we gave the magazine a ge-

The new Freight Connections is a know-how platform for

neral overhaul. Now we can communicate with our readers

the logistics industry. We are now even more focused on

in an even more direct, up-to-date and networked way. You

journalistic content that is well researched and prepared:

could even say that we have included the growing dynamism

international, always up-to-date and analytical. What moves

of the logistics market in our magazine.

the industry today? Where is it heading? What are the
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So what changes in the new edition?

trends of tomorrow? Those are the kinds of things you can

One of the most important USPs of the Internet – and thus

read in Freight Connections. For example, Christian Labrot,

also of online magazines – is topicality. That’s why we are

the new President of the International Road Union, let us

now able to deliver the information more or less just-in-time.

interview him about the realignment of the IRU to a global

Instead of a fixed release date, we can inform our readers im-

organization. Among other things, we’ve got reports about

mediately if and when topics become relevant. For example,

pharmaceutical transports in Belgium, special deliveries in the

we are currently dealing with the issue of how companies in

Vatican and on the opening of the Asia Pacific Innovation

the logistics sector can provide refugees with sustainable jobs

Center (APIC) in Singapore. And it’s not only in our industry

and training. Ultimately, this can be a win-win situation for

that it’s important to think out of the box from time to time.

both sides.

We have to keep our eyes open and be receptive for what’s

The magazine also looks different …

going on in the world. As an international magazine, that’s

Yes, it now has a more modern design. But that is not an end

exactly what we do. I really hope our readers like the new

in itself. The new tile look, for example, is very clearly laid out

Freight Connections. And suggestions, criticism and praise

and readers can see all content that is of interest to them at

are always more than welcome. But first of all: Have fun

a glance. The responsive design provides more usability. That

reading! 

Author: Torsten Arnold
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__Spotlight On

Wanted: Reinforcements for the team
The influx of refugees is providing new
prospects for industries in which young
generation is in short supply. Many companies have already become active in
the field of freight traffic logistics – DHL
Freight is also stepping on it.
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specialists for themselves out of the vast pool of unused
potential. According to a survey by the Logistik Heute journal, three quarters of the companies surveyed are planning
to employ refugees. The idea is good and makes sense.
However, in order to implement it, many hurdles still
have to be taken – from linguistic and technical skills to
bureaucratic obstacles such as work permits. Nevertheless,

Desperately sought: good new people. The logistics

for Frank Huster, Chief Executive of the German Spedi-

industry urgently needs personnel – from truck drivers to

tions- und Logistikverband e. V. (freight forwarding and

warehouse workers. The demand – alone for driving cabs

logistics association), this is a classical win-win situation:

– is immense: Every year roughly 25,000 drivers retire from

“On the one hand the international freight forwarding

the profession while only about 15,000 take it up. And

and logistics industry is looking for young and skilled

so far no turnaround is in sight. The lack of young talent

employees. On the other hand, many people who are

is hitting a growth industry. More and more goods and

now coming to Germany are qualified and motivated,

freight are transported on the road. Alone in Germany this

and looking for work, training or internships.“

accounts for more than 70 percent of the total volume of
transport according to the Federal Statistical Office. And

DHL Freight has already been addressing this issue actively

the trend is continuing.

since 2015: The branches of DHL Freight in Germany work
closely with chambers of industry and commerce, employ-

In the face of the strong influx of refugees in Germany,

ment agencies and private organisations in their areas. The

many logistics companies are now actively trying to win

goal: To introduce motivated refugees to the various pro-
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The largest hurdle at the moment is the language. Whoever wants to go about qualified work
in a warehouse or driving cab has to be able to
speak German sufficiently.
Leo Jansen
Training Manager Germany for DHL Freight
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fessions in the logistics industry. At open days immigrants

German language skills at all,“ says Jansen. Thus, the influx

can take a first look – and if both sides are interested,

of prospects in the subsidiaries is still a little restrained at

internships or even an apprenticeship are possible.

the moment. “However, I am confident that we can give

many refugees who acquire the necessary language qualifi“The largest hurdle at the moment is the language“,

cation a genuine chance at DHL Freight in 2016.“

explains Leo Jansen, Training Manager Germany for DHL
Freight. “Whoever wants to go about qualified work in a

In order to lower the language barrier further, DHL Freight

warehouse or driving cab has to be able to speak German

has now issued a booklet that contains the most import-

sufficiently.” In concrete terms that means Level 4 langu-

ant logistics terms in the languages of the most common

age skills on the six-level scale of the European reference

countries of origin.

framework for languages. “Of course, reaching that level
takes some time, particularly if you previously had no



Author: Kai Ortmann

__Spotlight On

Polishing up the image

Since January Christian Labrot is the new
President of the IRU. In an interview with
DHL Freight Connections he talks about
the new direction of the world association
– and introduces the new corporate image
of the IRU.
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the external image are not alone on my account. The IRU
team already initiated them under my predecessor. And
this is a path that we will now continue to pursue.
What exactly does that mean?
Our member associations and their companies are increasingly globally active. Therefore we have to grow

The IRU is now presenting itself with a new logo and new

geographically. Our goal is to make transport on the road

claim. And you took over as President at the beginning of

throughout the world as easy as possible. And we have

January. A case of “new president, new IRU”?

already been rather successful in doing so. Pakistan signed

Form follows function – and the IRU is realigning itself.

the TIR Convention last year, China is on the verge of

Globalization and digitization have created new basic

signing it and we are also in negotiations with the United

conditions. We are adapting to them through our new

Arab Emirates. For our members, this provides considerable

alignment. “We help the world get where it needs

relief. The entire customs clearance can thus proceed a lot

to be” really sums it up: We see ourselves as a global

easier and faster. At some borders there are already special

organization for mobility. Goods and commodities are

TIR lanes, where trucks are processed in half an hour.

today exchanged and traded worldwide. Only as a global

Facilitating such cross-border transport generally provides

player can the IRU bundle the interests of the industry

a win-win situation. It creates new markets, new business

around the world and represent them in a targeted man-

structures, new jobs – in short: positive welfare effects for

ner. But the realignment and thus also the relaunch of

both sides.
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About Christian Labrot
Christian Labrot, chief executive of the Federal Association
of Economics, Transport and Logistics, is since January 2016
the new President of the IRU Steering Committee. Since
1997, the economist has been a member of the Finance
Committee of the IRU. He has been its Head since 2012 and
was also a full member of the committee.

Another example is education and training. The IRU

tes that are required to produce such a device. Take mail

Academy can provide important development work in less

ordere-commerce for example: We are currently actually

developed countries and establish standards there that

talking about same-day deliveriesy here. Only ten years

will help all to benefit from functional logistics. The IRU

ago it took weeks before a catalogue order was delivered.

Academy is currently responsible for training programmes

This permanent availability and just-in-time is possible only

for the transport sector in Jordan. An important market in

with elaborate and highly efficient logistics chains. Without

the Middle East.

transport by road, it just wouldn’t work.

What other advantages can the IRU offer its members?

That is why we, the IRU, have also focused on improving

As is the case in all networks: The more people join in,

the industry’s image. We want to raise public awareness

the more expertise, exchange and profit for all. There-

about how extremely important logistics are for our econo-

fore, the IRU also has an office in New York in addition

mic growth and thus for our welfare. To do so we need to

to its headquarters in Geneva. Not because the city is so

become more visible. That is why in 2017 we again wish to

beautiful, but because that’s where the UN, many other

organizerelaunch the IRU World Congress for the first time

UN agencies and the World Bank are located. We are in a

in thenafter nine years.

constant dialogue with these institutions, and can specifically represent the interests of our industry right there.
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Author: Anne Goergen

At least in Europe, transport by road is beginning to suffer
from a poor image. What can the IRU do here?
The bad image of long-distance road haulage is a paradox. A smartphone, for example, consists of hundreds of
components that come from different parts of the world.
However, consumers have no idea about the complex rou-

International Road Union
The International Road Union – IRU – is represented on all
continents, including Australia. Through its 180 member
associations it represents road haulage companies from
more than 100 countries.

__Spotlight On

The crash avoider
Electronic emergency braking systems
make heavy goods transportation even
safer. DHL trucks are now also equipped
with the new technology.

who have made emergency brake assist systems mandatory on a European level. Since November 2015, all
newly registered heavy goods vehicles must be equipped
with this technology. The system has to respond at least
to slowly moving obstacles and trigger full braking. And
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A sudden sneeze, coughing or simply the low sun that

from 2018 onwards, the emergency brake assist will also

blinds. Only a few seconds in which a truck driver is not

have to react to stationary obstacles.

able to pay 100 percent attention is all it takes: The twelve
ton truck races towards the end of a traffic jam that’s

Well elaborated and effective technology

behind a blind corner. A serious accident seems inevitable.

The new technology makes road transport even safer. But

But this is where the emergency braking system interve-

already today, heavy trucks are involved in accidents far

nes. With a loud beep, it warns the driver of the danger.

less than others on German roads. Furthermore, the death

And if the driver doesn’t react, the computer automatically

toll due to truck collisions has been steadily falling for

triggers the emergency braking. So the truck stops right

years, despite the fact that haulage capacities have been

before the traffic jam. Danger averted.

steadily increasing. There was an 80 percent increase in
the amount of goods transported by trucks between 1992

Traffic researchers know: One third of all truck accidents

and 2012, while at the same time the number of persons

are rear-end collisions. Their number and severity can be

killed in truck accidents went back by 57 percent. The way

reduced significantly through the use of electronic acces-

emergency brake assist systems work is well elaborated

sories. That has also been recognized by legislative bodies,

and effective. The system keeps a constant eye on the
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Optimal safety engineering is indispensable,
particularly on heavily used road systems –
and it also increases the public’s acceptance
of road haulage.
Florian Leupold
Managing Director Leupold GmbH, an official Unitrans partner of DHL

street in front of the truck through radar monitoring. If it

tech. The forwarding agent Leupold GmbH from the

detects a slow moving or stationary obstacle, it warns the

Bavarian town of Oberkotzau, an official Unitrans partner

driver through an acoustic signal and also begins to gently

of DHL, has already equipped the first vehicles with the

decelerate the vehicle. If the driver does not react imme-

emergency braking technology. “Optimal safety enginee-

diately, the truck fully applies the brakes automatically.

ring is indispensable, particularly on heavily used road

Nevertheless, the technology does not provide an absolute

systems – and it also increases the public’s acceptance

guarantee against crashes: If the road surface is slippery or

of road haulage“, explains Managing Director Florian

the tyres worn off, even the automatic emergency braking

Leupold. But he also sees further advantages of the new

system will probably not be able to avoid an impact.

safety technology: “Given the current lack of drivers on

Although it will significantly reduce the consequences.

the market, it is a genuine advantage for vehicle owners if
they can provide such equipment to job-seeking drivers“.

Customers can also be sure that DHL will increase their
amount of transportations equipped with safety high-



Author: Stephanie Leuwer

Where the computer helps truckers

An overview of electronic driver assistance systems:
Electronic Stability Program (ESP)
ESP ensures a safe ride and counteracts skidding of the vehicle. This is achieved through automatic braking of individual
wheels as well as by reducing the power.
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
ACC keeps a predefined distance to the vehicle ahead via radar. If a collision is imminent, the system warns the driver and
can also initiate partial braking if the driver does not respond.
Lane Guard System (LGS)
If the speed exceeds 60 km/h, the LGS triggers a warning
sound if lane markings are crossed without indicating. However, bad weather conditions as well as dirty windshields or
camera optics can impair the functionality of the LGS.
Active Brake Assist (ABA)
This system is based on the technology of Adaptive Cruise
Control and can trigger emergency braking. It happens in four

steps: 1) optical alarm, 2) acoustic alarm, 3) partial braking,
4) full braking.
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Turning and Lane Change Assistant
When turning right, the system alerts the driver about any
persons or vehicles the driver might not be able to see, as
sensors keep an eye on a defined area on the right side of the
vehicle. As soon as the right indicator is applied, a warning
sound or light is turned on in case of danger.
Driver Alert System
If irregularities in driving behaviour are detected, especially
when it comes to steering, the system makes drivers aware of
the fact that they are probably tired and should take a break.
Brake Assist
The system detects emergency braking situations and automatically increases braking pressure, keeping it applied until
the vehicle comes to a full stop.

__Spotlight On

Visions you can touch
DHL opens Asia Pacific Innovation Center
in Singapore

of the future, tomorrow’s trends and the latest solutions
during a guided tour. However, the greatest added value is
provided by customized innovation and business work-

Beaming parcels? Using robots to deliver them? Inter-

shops that go even a step further. In addition, the APIC is

galactic supply chains? No one knows what logistics will

the perfect place to conduct business meetings, such as

look like in the 22nd century. However, DHL can provide

quarterly business reviews. Trend days and complete the

10

quite a realistic outlook at what will be happening in the

wide range of possibilities.

coming years with its Innovation Centers: In early December the second Center was opened. The complex in

At the centre of the APIC, the interactive heart shows how

Singapore serves to develop innovative solutions for the

the trend towards automation and robot technology is

ever changing needs of global supply chains. At the same
time, the Asia Pacific Innovation Center (APIC) offers a
visionary look at the future of logistics. This is where
customers, independent experts and the specialists of DHL
meet in order to promote new regional analyses, e-commerce and last-mile solutions. The Center also continues
the trend research initiatives by DHL with a focus on logistics and economics in Asia.
Visitors can choose from a variety of offers. For example,
they have the possibility of taking a look at the visions

Further informations
Details about the Asia Pacific Innovation Center (PDF)
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We believe emerging markets will contribute
30 percent of DHL’s worldwide turnover by
2020. That is why we have to successfully
address these markets with our service offers.

Bill Meahl
Chief Commercial Officer of
DHL Customer Solutions & Innovation

changing the way we work. This exhibit also serves as a
unifying element of the three levels of the exhibition:
1. In the Solution Sphere visitors are given insights into
the complete services of Deutsche Post DHL Group,
as well as special solutions such as parcel boxes,
sensor technology and speech- and light-controlled
picking in warehouses.
2. The Trend Curve highlights future developments and
their importance for logistics applications.
3. The Vision Wall displays inspiring scenarios for the
world of logistics in the year 2050.
But why the location of Singapore for the world‘s second
Innovation Center? “We believe emerging markets will
contribute 30 percent of DHL’s worldwide turnover by
2020. That is why we have to successfully address these
markets with our service offers”, explains Bill Meahl, Chief
Commercial Officer of DHL Customer Solutions & Innovation. “We do that with well-conceived analyses of new
technologies, procedures and products. After the success
of our first centre in Germany, the opening of the APIC is
the next step. Singapore is an innovation centre with an
outstanding infrastructure and highly skilled workforce.
It provides us with an ideal base for strong and stable
growth in the region.“


Author: Michael Wayand
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__Spotlight On

Smart anti-theft security
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Preventing the theft of goods with special
tracking solutions

devices on the trucks as well as real-time tracking as a part

The theft of goods from trucks is a real problem, which by

The TAPA’s reported incident numbers show how badly

no means only concerns certain countries that are deemed

such measures are needed: For example, the latest an-

to be unsafe. The Transported Asset Protection Associa-

nual statistics show an increase in thefts in Germany of

tion Europe (TAPA) is also aware of that. The association

42.5 percent. In roughly half of these reported incidents,

of various security specialists and logistics companies has

a loss value was stated in the TAPA Database, adding up

set itself the goal of making life as difficult as possible for

to 4.151.838 Euros. On average, a single incident created

thieves. To that end the TAPA develops industrial standards

damages worth 72.839 Euros. The situation in the UK is

on all levels, for the protection of facilities and transport

even worse: The number of reported incidents almost dou-

points just as well as the shipping itself. In order to qualify

bled from 88 to 175. And these figures reflect only those

for a security certificate, the TAPA requires, among other

incidents that were reported by TAPA members. These

things, security services, camera surveillance and alarm

damages alone amounted to around 75 million Euros.

of a professional security management.
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„Thanks to special softwares, our coworkers are constantly aware of current theft hot-spots and can give the
vehicles appropriate instructions for the route, in particular
when it comes to planning breaks. Thus, we can avoid rest
periods in particularly vulnerable or risky car parks. The databases are constantly fed with current events for this purpose.” Different security intelligence reports are requested
from international sources, i.e. TAPA IIS or FreightWatch,
to create a broad knowledge base. These are analysed by
security operators, and they inform the drivers on relevant
routes of potential risks, all in real time. This special
know–how is always up to date, and also available for
DHL Hungary offers an option to protect valuable freight

responsible DHL operational staff on a 24/7-base as the

shipments: DHL Security Service: The heart of it is an on-

monitoring room is located within the same building as

line monitoring center located in Budapest. This is where

the DHL staff. In any case, DHL Freight actually request

staff monitors valuable DHL Freight Hungary handled

to have drivers spend their rest periods in pre-allowed

goods all over Europe around the clock by phone and

facilities anyway.

tracking system. If there are any irregularities, the specia-
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lists will notice it immediately. Zoltán Debreczeni, Head of

Of course, such close monitoring has even more advanta-

Security, Infrastructure and H&S at DHL Freight Hungary:

ges for the customers. “We can provide constant, up-to-

date information on whether the delivery is still on time or
whether there are any delays, for example through traffic
DHL Security Service
•
•
•
•
•
•

24/7 tracking
Box or reinforced tilt trailer usage
Two drivers (on request)
Particularly secure cargo terminals
Electronic proof of arrival
Proactive security management based on
constantly updated data
• Alarm system with radio transmission on the trailer
back doors as well as in the driver cab
• two way communication system in place, together
with panic button

jams. With temperature-critical loads even permanent

monitoring of the climate data of the vehicle is possible”,
explains Zoltán Debreczeni.

Together with the other measures in the context of this
type of security services this ensures that the cargo actually
arrives at its intended destination – and doesn’t fall into
the wrong hands.


Author: Birgit Kupas

__Business Inside

Always the right temperature
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T ailor-made solution for Europe-wide
shipping of pharmaceuticals

the European market, the company was looking for a
logistics partner who was able to cope with the very high
volumes. This is where DHL Freight is ideally suited: it has

The transport of pharmaceutical products is particularly

particular on-site expertise in road, air and sea transport –

complex – many things have to be taken into considera-

for example with an 3PL Control Tower in Diegem

tion, from legal regulations to the right temperature. The

(Belgium). In addition they have a lot of experience and

pharmaceutical industry is therefore dependent on highly

know-how in transporting temperature-critical products.

professional and reliable logistics partners. The Belgian
company Omega Pharma, a world leader in the field of

Every month DHL Freight moves 400-450 transports for

so-called over-the-counter (OTC) medication, took over

Omega with up to 80,000 pallets on roughly 1,000 routes

a part of the OTC portfolio of the British pharmaceutical

throughout Europe. And they will continue to increase

group GlaxoSmithKline in March 2012. In order to serve

turnover in the coming months. The handling of such large
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capacities is made possible by the temperature-controlled transshipment hub in the Belgian town of Mechelen,
which is certified for pharmaceutical products.

Monthly reporting
90 percent of transports are by road, while the remaining
ten per cent are by air and sea. Omega Pharma’s trans-

field for many years. Our partnership with Omega Pharma

European trade flows are handled in LTL (less than truck-

has been very successful in the past three years and both

load), PTL (partial truckload) and FTL (full truck load)

parties are very interested in a long-term cooperation. Ne-

shipments, in both air-conditioned and non-conditioned

gotiations on a global agreement, which also includes our

vehicles.

business divisions DHL Express, DHL Global Forwarding and
DHL Supply Chain, will begin soon.“

The service package for Omega also includes monthly KPI



reporting, transportation management, air and sea packaging, as well as tracking services. In addition, Omega and
DHL Freight are working together on optimization possibilities in order to reduce transport frequencies further. These
include the potential use of double-deck trailers.

Successful partnership
When it comes to the cooperation, Cedric de Jonghe,
Sector Head Life Science & Healthcare, Chemicals Benelux at DHL Freight, says: “We’ve got a very experienced
and dedicated team, which knows all the pharmaceutical
products very well and has already been working in this

15

Author: Sonja Terbrüggen

Omega Pharma

Since 1987 Omega Pharma has built up a reputation as
a capable, customer-oriented company, which is active in
the majority of European countries. It serves the rapidly
growing market for consumer-friendly OTC medication
and has approximately 2,000 brands with over 10,000 product approvals. Some brands like Biodermal, Davitamon,
Dermalex, Galenco and Predictor have already been on the
market since the early 70‘s. Omega has been a member of
the Irish pharmaceutical group Perrigo since 2014.
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Update on DHL Freight Network
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Network improvements
Updates

Route

Description

New direct

Germany to Poland*

New daily routes from south-west Germany to Katowice and Poznan in Poland

connection

have been introduced securing a consistent 48h service from all of Germany to all
main industrial areas in Poland.

New direct

Germany to Czech

German export setup has been re-designed to provide a next day delivery service

connection

Republic*

(24 hour lead time) in addition to the standard 48h lead time to areas around
Prague, Plzen and Teplice.

New direct

Italy to France

connection

A new daily connection from Turin to Lyon connects north-west Italy and France
with a sustainable 48 hour service.

New direct

Europe to Slovenia

A new daily connection has been established between our south-east HUB Vienna

connection

and v.v.

and Ljubljana. The connection via the HUB in Vienna ensures high frequent
connectivity to and from all major markets in Europe. This new route also enables
an improved and more sustainable service quality to Slovenia and vice versa.

New direct

Europe to Morocco

connection

After the opening of our bonded warehouse in Morocco last year in September,
we have now re-launched our LTL service to Morocco with a scheduled direct
weekly LTL truck from Barcelona to Casablanca. The new setup provides improved
service quality and allows a quicker end-to-end lead time.
Key facts:
• E2E trucking solution from Europe to Morocco
• Consolidation in DHL HUB Barcelona
• Trucking every Friday from Spain to Morocco
• Linehaul controlled by DHL with high security standards
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• Unloading at DHL bonded facility Casablanca with stop-over in Tangier
• Arrival on the weekend in Morocco for clearance & delivery option on
Monday or Tuesday
• Full Track&Trace under DHL system
• Main trading industries for Moroccan imports: machinery & transport
equipment, automotive, aerospace
New direct

Bulgaria to Romania

connection
New direct

High frequency connection from northern Bulgaria to Bucharest allows for a 48h
service between both countries.

Austria to Italy

connection

* This connection will be launched mid of March.

Daily connection between Graz and Milan allows for a 24h service to the Milan
area and 48h service to most of the main industrial areas in Italy.
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__Business Inside

Customers with special requirements
Deliveries to the Vatican have to follow
their own specific rules

branch in Rome and with the reliable support of our local

The size of the target location is certainly no problem: The

But the notification procedure is by no means everything:

smallest independent state in the world measures a mere

The transport vehicles are subject to further restrictions

0.44 square kilometres and has a population of less than

when entering the Vatican. Deliveries are possible only

900. And it lies in the middle of the fourth largest city in

after previous appointment, and only within certain time

Europe. That is why special rules apply for deliveries to the

frames and along predetermined routes. Furthermore, not

Vatican, presenting a unique challenge for the logistics

all areas within the small state can be reached by truck.

specialist DHL Freight.

That is why some of the goods are repacked on special

special Supplier.”

pallets, so that the recipients can still receive their shipIt begins with the very strict safety regulations within the

ments on their doorstep.

Vatican. Only a few, specially certified service providers are
actually allowed to make deliveries here. DHL Freight faced
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Smooth flow

up to the respective process and implemented the neces-

The smooth flow of deliveries to the Vatican shows

sary workflow in customer service, which transmits the

how DHL Freight adapts well to special conditions. For

numberplate of the delivery vehicle and the freight papers

customers, the vast experience of the global logistics

to the authorities in the Vatican at least 24 hours prior to

specialist has the advantage of not having to worry about

delivery. Exact information on the identity of the driver,

anything themselves. On time and without any problems,

including ID and driving licence data, are also required.

the deliveries arrive at their destination – even if it is in the

“In order to make the procedure as easy and fast as

smallest country in the world. Incidentally, the increased

possible despite the circumstances, we sat down together

administrative effort is reflected in the freight rates: Deli-

with our subcontractors and the administration to discuss

veries are classified in the most expensive destination zone,

the issue. Now, an e-mail with the relevant details will

no matter where the goods actually come from – but then

suffice as a notification. That makes the whole process

again, the destination is probably one of the safest places

much leaner than if we were required to provide the

in the world.

notification by other means”, explains Lucia Morandi, Head
of Marketing & Customer Service DHL Italy. She continues:
“The whole delivery process is handled with care by our
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__Market News

No end in sight!

+

30,100

370 %

6,400
2010

2050
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STATISTIC OF THE MONTH!
Source: The OECD‘s International Transport Forum

Worldwide freight volumes in road haulage in trillion ton kilometers

__Market News

Cartoon
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__Market News

Diesel prices

Eugen Weinberg
Commerzbank

Comment by Eugen Weinberg, Head of
Commodity Analysis at Commerzbank

refinery capacity met weakening demand. Furthermore,
in the most important diesel market worldwide, the EU,
demand is currently also weak. Heating oil, which is pret-

Today diesel is available across the European Union at low

ty-much the same as diesel, is in lower demand because of

prices last seen during the economic and financial crisis in

the mild winter, and a weakening economy is squeezing

early 2009, while in Germany they are actually even lower.

demand for diesel in the logistics industry.

This is primarily caused by a massive decline in prices for
crude oil, which is due to significant oversupply. In an

But prices will not stay so low for long. Firstly, the price

intense price war, the OPEC countries are currently trying

recovery that is expected in the crude oil market is likely to

to defend their market share, which U.S. oil producers in

push the diesel price up. After all, drilling activities in the

particular had been wrestling from them in recent years.

United States have practically broken down, which will increasingly slow the production of shale oil and reduce the

The prices in the diesel market came under particular

oversupply. And secondly, the historically very low margin

pressure, as this is where the excess supply is extremely

in the diesel market is sure to recover slightly. However,

pronounced: First, the United States rushed onto the inter-

due to ample supply, it should remain significantly lower

national market due to their shale oil boom. And then, in

than the average of recent years.

2015 China also vastly expanded its diesel exports, as new
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__Market News

New heavy truck
registration
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Increase in heavy truck registrations
In 2015 the EU market for heavy trucks grew by 19 %,
with the larger markets headed by
• Spain (+39 %)
• Netherlands (+34 %)
• UK (+32 %)
• Poland (+32 %)
The year ended with strong growth, +25 % in November
and +22 % in December; in December out of the top 6
markets the UK (+97 %) and Poland (+27 %) increased
most strongly.
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__Market News

Personnel and fuel
the main cost drivers
in road haulage

A quarter of total costs are spent on
personnel, a third on fuel, according to
the current industry report on transport/
logistics by Commerzbank.

requirements have increased, for example through
the trend toward system logistics and the increasing
digitization of processes.
• Energy: Although the industry is currently benefiting
from declining fuel prices (dropping by roughly 12

• Personnel costs: Here the rate of increase since 2010

percent from 2014 to 2015), energy costs still make

is 15.9 percent. The reasons: Demand for logistics

up a quarter (25.7 percent) of total costs in road

services is increasing (Commerzbank expects growth

haulage. This is mainly due to the price explosion in

of 2 percent for road haulage in 2015 and 2016 res-

the early 2000s. Between January 2010 and 2014

pectively). But fewer and fewer people want to work

alone, fuel prices surged upwards by more than 18

as drivers. At the same time, personnel qualification

percent.
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__Market News

Transport barometer
Weak start to the year: an industry in
search of freight

freight-to-cargo space ratio. However, the big question
remains as to whether the market can take the March
momentum into the second quarter.”

The European transport sector has experienced a weak

24

start during the first two months of this year. Accordingly,

Positive annual results 2015

the freight share in relation to the available capacity was

The final assessment for 2015 shows a freight-to-cargo

36:64 in January. In February, the freight share in the

space ratio of 47:53, which is two percentage points more

transport market fell by a further 15 percentage points.

than the previous year (45:55). The share of freight was

However, it seems that the rising temperatures are also

actually above the comparative values of the previous ye-

slowly beginning to have a warming effect on the trans-

ars in all quarters. With a freight surplus of more than ten

port market.

percent compared to the previous year, the second quarter
provided a particular reason for smiles among providers of

Traditionally March tends to see in increase in transports,

cargo space.

especially in view of Easter being just around the corner.
TimoCom‘s Chief Representative Marcel Frings therefore
remains optimistic: “In our daily analysis of the transport
market data in Europe we can already see a slight spring
awakening. This will lead to a further alignment of the
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The big question remains as to
whether the market can take the March
momentum into the second quarter.
Marcel Frings
TimoCom Chief Representative
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